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From Mars to the deep
The navigation system that helped NASA’s Perseverance rover land safely will enable ocean robots to navigate and map the ocean’s hadal zone

Dive & Discover expedition 17 is underway
Investigators will offer realtime look at the ocean twilight zone while aboard the Sarmiento de Gamboa

25,000 Barrels Possibly Laced with DDT are Found
California’s coastal community begins to reckon with dumping history. WHOI’s Chris Reddy weighs in

New ocean exhibit unveiled at Falmouth Art Center
“Synergy II: Below the Surface” pairs WHOI scientists with artists to explore our connections to the sea

Image of the week: “An ocean flower for mom”
This rosy, jellyfish-like creature is actually a colony of organisms, classified as a siphonophore
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With A Drone And Patience, Scientists Track Endangered Right Whale In Cape Cod Bay

YAHOO NEWS
State waters remain closed to lobsterman

CAPE COD TIMES
Woods Hole oceanographer honored as ‘unsung hero’ by dance community

CNN
The man who found the Titanic is on a new quest
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